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CITIZEN INPUT on Colorado River Interim Guidelines for Lower Basin Shortages and 
Coordinated Operations for Lake Powell and Lake Mead 
    
In Stage I: 
 
It appears that the math used to arrive at the shortage assignments differs from case to 
case, no doubt the result of the 60s agreement that optimistically took responsibility for 
all shortages on the river unto Arizona.   
 
I now ask what the incentive for all those water users in California to conserve might be?  
I believe this antiquated agreement that penalizes Arizona water users unduly while 
cutting no allocations for others leads to profligate development and wastage of water.   
 
As a native Arizonan, I deplore this unfair distribution of water shortage ‘allocations’.  
This ill-conceived agreement should be renegotiated.   
 
Another problem is the cutting off of agriculture in favor of bedroom communities and 
ever continuing development is strategically foolish.  Agriculture recharges the water 
table, provides human food and fodder for livestock and is a viable business in Arizona.  I 
know the assumption is that food can be shipped in with less cost than the value of the 
water used in agriculture, but making sure that the population of Arizona is totally 
dependent on supplies brought in using fossil fuels is poor future planning.  Fossil fuel is 
not going to ever be cheaper and this policy insures that the people of Arizona will be 
paying inflated food prices on all foodstuffs.  I have a problem with this kind of 
shortsighted planning.  Of course, the developers promote this destructive plan since they 
can then sop up the last of the Arizona allocation in more homes.  As of now, Tucson has 
over 9,000 housing units for sale at inflated prices. 
 
I do believe that prohibiting further water hookups, cutting water to golf courses and 
other water saving measures should be required of all communities using Colorado River 
water before this shortage allocation plan be implemented. 
 
The economic problems generated by a cessation of raw development are real and can be 
predicted in terms of construction related unemployment.  All of the communities using 
Colorado River water must aim for sustainability in water resources, which will force a 
lifestyle change among the water users.   
 
I know that the present allocations were assigned during flood times on the Colorado, as 
corroborated by data from 1500-2000 AD.  The ‘new’ average river flow will not sustain 
the current populations at their level of water use.   
 



I suggest that mandatory conservation and cessation of new water hookups be required of 
all communities using Colorado River water.  A refusal to conserve water and a refusal to 
deny new water hookups should result in immediate cuts of Colorado River water 
deliveries.  All communities should share in the results of drought conditions.     
 
     

 

 
 

Opinions and Facts! 

http://tucsonpoly.blogspot.com 

 D.P. Niemi 




